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Brand New Book. Following the success of his first book about a U.S. Navy flight crew s desperate
battle to survive a 1978 ditching in the icy north Pacific, Andrew Jampoler has turned to an equally
exciting Navy adventure set in the desert of Ottoman Syria more than one hundred fifty years ago.
Ordered to fix the exact elevation of the Dead Sea and to collect scientific specimens, the
expedition was the Navy s first and last to the storied salt lake of the Old Testament. The expedition
s leader, Lt. William Lynch, was at once a coolly scientific and a devoutly religious man who hoped
to find the ruins of Sodom and Gomorrah and sustain the Book of Genesis account of the cities
destruction. Drawing on his extensive research in Turkey, Jordan, and Israel, the author presents
not only first-time details of the expedition but also sets the expedition into a colorful context of
biblical story and of the great events of the mid-nineteenth century that included global epidemic
disease, political revolution in Europe, the collapse of Ottoman imperial rule, and the
secularization of America. He...
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Reviews
Very useful to all of group of folks. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this created e book. You wont truly feel monotony at anytime of
your time (that's what catalogs are for concerning in the event you ask me).
-- Claire Carroll DVM
This publication is wonderful. It really is rally interesting throgh reading period of time. I am just very easily will get a delight of reading a published book.
-- Roma Little
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